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WEB VP OUTPUT FOR FILE: New words from Text_lex_compare...  

Words recategorized by user as 1k items (proper nouns etc): None (total 0 tokens) 

For easy editing as MS Word table - Edit/print-friendly table         

 Page menu: Tokens (Includes AWL subs)     Types       Families (Includes VP negative)    

Note: In the output text, punctuation is eliminated; all figures (1, 20, etc) are replaced by the word number; contractions are replaced 
by constituent words (won't => will not); type-token ration is calculated using said constituents; and in the 1k sub-analysis content + 
function words may sum to less than total (depending on user treatment of proper nouns and program decision to class numbers as 
1k although not contained in 1k list); single letters are eliminated except for 'a' and 'I.'  

  Families Types Tokens Percent
K1 Words 
(1-1000): 101 101 161 23.00%

  Function: ... ... (7) (1.00%)
  Content: ... ... (154) (22.00%)

>   Anglo-Sax 
      

=Not Greco-Lat/Fr 
Cog:

... ... (64) (9.14%)

K2 Words 
(1001-2000): 81 82 116 16.57%

>   Anglo-
Sax:      ... ... (52) (7.43%)

    1k+2k       ... ... (39.57%)
AWL Words 
(academic): 60 61 104 14.86%

>   Anglo-
Sax:      ... ... (40) (5.71%)

Off-List 
Words: ? 187 319 45.57%

 242+? 431 700 100%

Words in text (tokens): 700
Different words (types): 431
Type-token ratio: 0.62
Tokens per type: 1.62
Lex density (content words/total) 0.99

Pertaining to onlist only
Tokens: 381
Types: 244
Families: 242
Tokens per family: 1.57
Types per family: 1.01
Anglo-Sax Index:  
(A-Sax tokens + functors / onlist tokens)

42.78%

Greco-Lat/Fr-Cognate Index: (Inverse of 
above)

57.22%

NEW - Edit-to-a-Profile 
Original text   [Lengthen|Shorten|Narrow|Widen space]  
RECATS 

Current
Profile 

Profiled text     Edit, Check with 
, and      RE-VP SAVE

K1     
23.00% 
K2     
16.57 
(39.6%) 
AWL 
14.86 
(54.4%) 
OFF 
45.6

andimages flood concentrate 
camp miner lodge upgrade 
library maytag wash machine 
compute reside feed meal 
halal vegetarian ask june 
woomera detention outback 
kick text master cram myth 
column humane detain cost 
tax boat asylum seek 
whether genuine refuge 
cheat areacist shower visa 
soldier afghan suspect 
committee atrocity yes 
worthies pulpit columnist 
tactic set straw dummy 
whack mercy ground effort 
roughing asylum seek 
clobber support villawood 
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detention last coalition 
socialism anarchy union 
green dupe suggest 
campaign external agitate 
encourage violent theme 
detain asylum seek threat 
quick amplify inside flavour 
protest source last month 
port hedland police find 
weapon allege garotte guitar 
string button trot asylum 
seek soak money riot nine 
month upgrade secure tax 
detention month risk 
overwhelm refuge afford 
door nd refuge receive 
asylum seek slight belgium 
final clinch cascade accuse 
criminal last finance arrive 
boat plane arrive document 
forge detention pay smuggle 
apartment secure argue 
resourcefulness 
queuejumpers compassion 
wait patient squalid refuge 
camp overseas evaporate 
compassion fast aree 
exaggerate compassion 
scandal wild demon asylum 
seek afghan iraqis glib 
soldier suspect committee 
atrocity eyebrow raise 
temperate mild establish 
propagate month overthrow 
taliban month regime afghan 
sufficient remove yet flee 
receive sympathy public 
trickle public stream asylum 
seek suggest flood invade 
accord queue jumper refuge 
wait patient overseas 
september unhcrdid survey 
search engine region survey 
previous list asylum flood 
suggest extraordinary 
asylum seek overcrowd boat 
alongside reinforce invasion 
yet receive flood asylum 
seek attempt nail myth unhcr 
july arrive tide flood trickle 
refuge significant thousand 
mainstream honour slow 
wake hype asylum eventual 
final flood mirage queue 
jump mandatory detention 
regime probable strict adapt 
asylum heat asylum debate 
ngos dogged chip stereotype 
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flood queue jumper diminish 
show frequent letter suggest 
terminology root public 
increase refuge thumb refuge 
labour threat woomera 
detention dismantle modify 
asylum decision june allow 
detention senate inquire 
administer recommend raft 
improve mandatory detention 
asylum seek maximum 
asylum seek percent total 
spread flood asylum mad uk 
adverse asylum immigrate 
terminology belief elect 
advantage fail check feed 
refuge lobby guilty fail quick 
myth infant ill slop deliberate 
pursue agenda content 
opinion column altogether 
dead tabloid uk estimate 
readership asylum seek 
asylum spin blaze front 
drama headlined inside 
spread sympathy asylum 
seek refuge count finger 
search sun mail star sunday 
stablemates mail sunday 
sunday stagger mention 
asylum seek january january 
search total quirk 
nevertheless insight tabloid 
asylum immigrate tabloid 
strategy terminology asylum 
seek interchange tabloid 
asylum seek areefugee 
tabloid phrase asylum seek 
refuge soup asylumseeking 
throw bogus asylum seek 
seven uk tabloid asylum 
cheat criminal asylum seek 
occur crime asylum asylum 
seek rape title refuge rape 
beast monster rape quiz 
asylum mad sun run 
campaign asylum mad sun 
coupon conjunction series 
asylum mad coupon sack 
sun tow dump office uk 
ministry asylum immigrate 
announce sign campaign 
govern menace clock tick 
amount ukmedia asylum 
department ngos sheer 
asylum column cartoon 
snide sport catalogue expose 
nevertheless run asylum 
refuge front intense defame 
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hardly aware unremitting 
asylum drum dub asylum 
capital asylum seek brand 
criminal habit import hiv aid 
tuberculosis rape run swan 
donkey poach fish touch 
lodge luxury hotel mobile 
telephone pay amount 
benefit golf cook lesson set 
asylum seek tabloid areoma 
exhibit police source police 
expose sun swan asylum 
seek star somalia 
donkeyeaters entitle plot kill 
blair asylum seek hullo 
technology equip catch mile 
pm angry denounce police 
rubbish equivocal ask july 
asylum refuge uk icar show 
member public aware tabloid 
stir ill broad agree viewpoint 
find newcomer myth predator 
male asylum seek threat wife 
daughter economy eu uk list 
regard areesistance asylum 
seek yet uk citizen show 
tolerate topic areesistance 
multicultural areesistance 
diverse mendacious tabloid 
poison public asylum mike 
jempson ethical charity 
mediawise refuge voice 
public seek sanctuary tabloid 
thunder indignation accuse 
indulge propaganda 
reminisce der stürmer skill 
criticism tabloid valiant drive 
curtail speech dedicate 
preserve speech sting 
august founded asylum seek 
refuge step uk complaints 
commission pcc august 
union complain sustain 
campaign asylum seek 
pursuit circulate january 
complaints lodge roma 
culminate entitle ready flood 
cite gazette pressure inflame 
complaints pressure ngos 
refuge council mediawise 
ram eventual pcc warn 
richard ayre chair sanitize 
the asylum issue minimise 
insight public insight incite 
police agree chief police 
office toward asylum seek 
currency tolerate toward 
xenophobia commonplace 
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    Edit/print-friendly lists         

Token List [↑]  

0-1000 [ families 101 : types 101 : tokens 161 ] accord advantage agree agree allow 
amount amount arrive arrive arrive ask ask attempt august august belief boat boat boat 
broad capital catch chief citizen committee committee content cost council count 
daughter dead decision department dogged door drive effort elect fail fail fast feed feed 
find find fish front front green ground hardly heat honour horse ill ill increase january 
january january july july june june kill last last last letter library machine master member 
mention mile miner money month month month month month nine office office opinion 
pay pay perhaps pressure pressure public public public public public public public raise 
ready receive receive receive regard run run run september set set seven show show 
show sign soldier soldier speech speech spread spread star star step stream suggest 
suggest suggest suggest sun sun sun sun sun sunday sunday sunday support tax tax 
the thousand throw total total touch toward toward union union voice wait wait whether 
wife wild yes yet yet yet 

First 500 function (7): the toward toward whether yet yet yet 

First 500 content (65): agree agree allow ask ask belief committee committee 
cost council dead decision department door feed feed find find front front 
ground increase last last last letter member money month month month 
month month office office pay pay perhaps public public public public public 
public public receive receive receive run run run set set show show show 
speech speech suggest suggest suggest suggest support voice yes 

Second 500 content (89): accord advantage amount amount arrive arrive arrive 
attempt august august boat boat boat broad capital catch chief citizen content 
count daughter dogged drive effort elect fail fail fast fish green hardly heat 
honour horse ill ill january january january july july june june kill library 
machine master mention mile miner nine opinion pressure pressure raise 
ready regard september seven sign soldier soldier spread spread star star 
step stream sun sun sun sun sun sunday sunday sunday tax tax thousand 
throw total total touch union union wait wait wife wild 

1001-2000 [81:82:116] accuse accuse afford altogether angry argue beast button camp 
camp chair cheat cheat check clock complain complaints complaints complaints cook 
crime criminal criminal criminal donkey drum encourage engine extraordinary finger 
flavour flood flood flood flood flood flood flood flood flood frequent govern guilty habit 
hotel hullo improve inquire inside inside jump kick lesson list list mad mad mad mad 
mail mail male meal mercy mild nail patient patient plane poison police police police 
police police police preserve probable quick quick recommend risk root rubbish search 
search search shower skill slight slow soup spin sport sting stir straw strict string 
suspect suspect sympathy sympathy telephone threat threat threat thumb thunder tide 
title violent wake warn wash weapon 

AWL [60:61:104] adapt aid aware aware benefit cite commission compute concentrate 
confine currency debate diminish diverse document drama economy equip establish 

New words from Text_lex_compare... >    banal confine uk asylum 
trojan horse perhaps defame 

 
<<==  
[Lengthen|Shorten|Narrow|Widen
Editing Space] 
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estimate ethical eventual eventual exhibit expose expose external final final finance 
founded immigrate immigrate immigrate insight insight insight intense issue labour 
maximum minimise ministry modify nevertheless nevertheless occur overseas overseas 
percent previous pursue pursuit regime regime region reinforce remove reside secure 
secure seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek 
seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek 
series significant source source strategy sufficient survey survey sustain technology 
text theme topic 

Sublist 1 
benefit economy establish estimate finance issue labour occur percent 
significant source source 

Sublist 2 
commission compute final final previous region reside secure secure seek 
seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek 
seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek seek 
seek strategy survey survey text 

Sublist 3 
document immigrate immigrate immigrate maximum remove sufficient 
technology 

Sublist 4 
concentrate debate regime regime series 

Sublist 5 
aware aware expose expose external modify pursue pursuit sustain 

Sublist 6 
cite diverse ministry nevertheless nevertheless overseas overseas 

Sublist 7 
adapt aid equip topic 

Sublist 8 
currency drama eventual eventual exhibit intense minimise reinforce theme 

Sublist 9 
confine diminish ethical founded insight insight insight 

OFF LIST [?:187:319] administer adverse afghan afghan afghan agenda agitate allege 
alongside amplify anarchy andimages announce apartment areacist aree areefugee 
areesistance areesistance areesistance areoma asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum 
asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum 
asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum 
asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum 
asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum asylum 
asylum asylum asylum asylum asylumseeking atrocity atrocity ayre banal belgium blair 
blaze bogus brand campaign campaign campaign campaign cartoon cascade 
catalogue charity chip circulate clinch clobber coalition column column column 
columnist commonplace compassion compassion compassion conjunction coupon 
coupon cram criticism culminate curtail dedicate defame defame deliberate demon 
denounce der detain detain detention detention detention detention detention detention 
detention detention dismantle donkeyeaters dub dummy dump dupe entitle entitle 
equivocal eu evaporate exaggerate eyebrow flee forge garotte gazette genuine glib golf 
guitar halal headlined hedland hiv humane hype icar import incite indignation indulge 
infant inflame interchange invade invasion iraqis jempson jumper jumper lobby lodge 
lodge lodge luxury mainstream mandatory mandatory maytag mediawise mediawise 
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menace mendacious mike mirage mobile monster multicultural myth myth myth myth nd 
newcomer ngos ngos ngos outback overcrowd overthrow overwhelm pcc pcc phrase 
plot pm poach port predator propaganda propagate protest pulpit queue queue queue 
queuejumpers quirk quiz raft ram rape rape rape rape readership refuge refuge refuge 
refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge refuge 
refuge refuge reminisce resourcefulness richard riot roma roughing sack sanctuary 
sanitize scandal senate sheer slop smuggle snide soak socialism somalia squalid 
stablemates stagger stereotype stürmer swan swan tabloid tabloid tabloid tabloid 
tabloid tabloid tabloid tabloid tabloid tabloid tabloid tactic taliban temperate terminology 
terminology terminology tick tolerate tolerate tow trickle trickle trojan trot tuberculosis uk 
uk uk uk uk uk uk uk uk ukmedia unhcr unhcrdid unremitting upgrade upgrade valiant 
vegetarian viewpoint villawood visa whack woomera woomera worthies xenophobia 

Type List 
type_[number of tokens] [↑]  

1k types: [families 101 : types 101 : tokens 161 ] accord_[1] advantage_[1] agree_[2] 
allow_[1] amount_[2] arrive_[3] ask_[2] attempt_[1] august_[2] belief_[1] boat_[3] 
broad_[1] capital_[1] catch_[1] chief_[1] citizen_[1] committee_[2] content_[1] cost_[1] 
council_[1] count_[1] daughter_[1] dead_[1] decision_[1] department_[1] dogged_[1] 
door_[1] drive_[1] effort_[1] elect_[1] fail_[2] fast_[1] feed_[2] find_[2] fish_[1] front_[2] 
green_[1] ground_[1] hardly_[1] heat_[1] honour_[1] horse_[1] ill_[2] increase_[1] 
january_[3] july_[2] june_[2] kill_[1] last_[3] letter_[1] library_[1] machine_[1] master_[1] 
member_[1] mention_[1] mile_[1] miner_[1] money_[1] month_[5] nine_[1] office_[2] 
opinion_[1] pay_[2] perhaps_[1] pressure_[2] public_[7] raise_[1] ready_[1] receive_[3] 
regard_[1] run_[3] september_[1] set_[2] seven_[1] show_[3] sign_[1] soldier_[2] 
speech_[2] spread_[2] star_[2] step_[1] stream_[1] suggest_[4] sun_[5] sunday_[3] 
support_[1] tax_[2] the_[1] thousand_[1] throw_[1] total_[2] touch_[1] toward_[2] union_
[2] voice_[1] wait_[2] whether_[1] wife_[1] wild_[1] yes_[1] yet_[3] 

2k types: [81:82:116] accuse_[2] afford_[1] altogether_[1] angry_[1] argue_[1] beast_[1] 
button_[1] camp_[2] chair_[1] cheat_[2] check_[1] clock_[1] complain_[1] complaints_[3] 
cook_[1] crime_[1] criminal_[3] donkey_[1] drum_[1] encourage_[1] engine_[1] 
extraordinary_[1] finger_[1] flavour_[1] flood_[9] frequent_[1] govern_[1] guilty_[1] 
habit_[1] hotel_[1] hullo_[1] improve_[1] inquire_[1] inside_[2] jump_[1] kick_[1] lesson_
[1] list_[2] mad_[4] mail_[2] male_[1] meal_[1] mercy_[1] mild_[1] nail_[1] patient_[2] 
plane_[1] poison_[1] police_[6] preserve_[1] probable_[1] quick_[2] recommend_[1] 
risk_[1] root_[1] rubbish_[1] search_[3] shower_[1] skill_[1] slight_[1] slow_[1] soup_[1] 
spin_[1] sport_[1] sting_[1] stir_[1] straw_[1] strict_[1] string_[1] suspect_[2] sympathy_
[2] telephone_[1] threat_[3] thumb_[1] thunder_[1] tide_[1] title_[1] violent_[1] wake_[1] 
warn_[1] wash_[1] weapon_[1] 

AWL types: [60:61:104] adapt_[1] aid_[1] aware_[2] benefit_[1] cite_[1] commission_[1] 
compute_[1] concentrate_[1] confine_[1] currency_[1] debate_[1] diminish_[1] diverse_
[1] document_[1] drama_[1] economy_[1] equip_[1] establish_[1] estimate_[1] ethical_
[1] eventual_[2] exhibit_[1] expose_[2] external_[1] final_[2] finance_[1] founded_[1] 
immigrate_[3] insight_[3] intense_[1] issue_[1] labour_[1] maximum_[1] minimise_[1] 
ministry_[1] modify_[1] nevertheless_[2] occur_[1] overseas_[2] percent_[1] previous_
[1] pursue_[1] pursuit_[1] regime_[2] region_[1] reinforce_[1] remove_[1] reside_[1] 
secure_[2] seek_[30] series_[1] significant_[1] source_[2] strategy_[1] sufficient_[1] 
survey_[2] sustain_[1] technology_[1] text_[1] theme_[1] topic_[1] 

OFF types: [ ?:187:319 ] administer_[1] adverse_[1] afghan_[3] agenda_[1] agitate_[1] 
allege_[1] alongside_[1] amplify_[1] anarchy_[1] andimages_[1] announce_[1] 
apartment_[1] areacist_[1] aree_[1] areefugee_[1] areesistance_[3] areoma_[1] 
asylum_[53] asylumseeking_[1] atrocity_[2] ayre_[1] banal_[1] belgium_[1] blair_[1] 
blaze_[1] bogus_[1] brand_[1] campaign_[4] cartoon_[1] cascade_[1] catalogue_[1] 
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charity_[1] chip_[1] circulate_[1] clinch_[1] clobber_[1] coalition_[1] column_[3] 
columnist_[1] commonplace_[1] compassion_[3] conjunction_[1] coupon_[2] cram_[1] 
criticism_[1] culminate_[1] curtail_[1] dedicate_[1] defame_[2] deliberate_[1] demon_[1] 
denounce_[1] der_[1] detain_[2] detention_[8] dismantle_[1] donkeyeaters_[1] dub_[1] 
dummy_[1] dump_[1] dupe_[1] entitle_[2] equivocal_[1] eu_[1] evaporate_[1] 
exaggerate_[1] eyebrow_[1] flee_[1] forge_[1] garotte_[1] gazette_[1] genuine_[1] glib_
[1] golf_[1] guitar_[1] halal_[1] headlined_[1] hedland_[1] hiv_[1] humane_[1] hype_[1] 
icar_[1] import_[1] incite_[1] indignation_[1] indulge_[1] infant_[1] inflame_[1] 
interchange_[1] invade_[1] invasion_[1] iraqis_[1] jempson_[1] jumper_[2] lobby_[1] 
lodge_[3] luxury_[1] mainstream_[1] mandatory_[2] maytag_[1] mediawise_[2] 
menace_[1] mendacious_[1] mike_[1] mirage_[1] mobile_[1] monster_[1] multicultural_
[1] myth_[4] nd_[1] newcomer_[1] ngos_[3] outback_[1] overcrowd_[1] overthrow_[1] 
overwhelm_[1] pcc_[2] phrase_[1] plot_[1] pm_[1] poach_[1] port_[1] predator_[1] 
propaganda_[1] propagate_[1] protest_[1] pulpit_[1] queue_[3] queuejumpers_[1] quirk_
[1] quiz_[1] raft_[1] ram_[1] rape_[4] readership_[1] refuge_[17] reminisce_[1] 
resourcefulness_[1] richard_[1] riot_[1] roma_[1] roughing_[1] sack_[1] sanctuary_[1] 
sanitize_[1] scandal_[1] senate_[1] sheer_[1] slop_[1] smuggle_[1] snide_[1] soak_[1] 
socialism_[1] somalia_[1] squalid_[1] stablemates_[1] stagger_[1] stereotype_[1] 
stürmer_[1] swan_[2] tabloid_[11] tactic_[1] taliban_[1] temperate_[1] terminology_[3] 
tick_[1] tolerate_[2] tow_[1] trickle_[2] trojan_[1] trot_[1] tuberculosis_[1] uk_[9] 
ukmedia_[1] unhcr_[1] unhcrdid_[1] unremitting_[1] upgrade_[2] valiant_[1] vegetarian_
[1] viewpoint_[1] villawood_[1] visa_[1] whack_[1] woomera_[2] worthies_[1] 
xenophobia_[1]  

Family List 
family_[number of tokens] [↑]  

1k families: [families 101 : types 101 : tokens 161 ] 

 

accord_[1] advantage_[1] agree_[2] allow_[1] amount_[2] arrive_[3] ask_[2] attempt_[1] 
august_[2] believe_[1] boat_[3] broad_[1] capital_[1] catch_[1] chief_[1] city_[1] 
committee_[2] content_[1] cost_[1] council_[1] count_[1] daughter_[1] dead_[1] decide_
[1] department_[1] dog_[1] door_[1] drive_[1] effort_[1] elect_[1] fail_[2] fast_[1] feed_[2] 
find_[2] fish_[1] front_[2] green_[1] ground_[1] hardly_[1] heat_[1] honour_[1] horse_[1] 
ill_[2] increase_[1] january_[3] july_[2] june_[2] kill_[1] last_[3] letter_[1] library_[1] 
machine_[1] master_[1] member_[1] mention_[1] mile_[1] miner_[1] money_[1] month_
[5] nine_[1] office_[2] opinion_[1] pay_[2] perhaps_[1] pressure_[2] public_[7] raise_[1] 
ready_[1] receive_[3] regard_[1] run_[3] september_[1] set_[2] seven_[1] show_[3] 
sign_[1] soldier_[2] speak_[2] spread_[2] star_[2] step_[1] stream_[1] suggest_[4] sun_
[5] sunday_[3] support_[1] tax_[2] the_[1] thousand_[1] throw_[1] total_[2] touch_[1] 
toward_[2] union_[2] voice_[1] wait_[2] whether_[1] wife_[1] wild_[1] yes_[1] yet_[3] 

1k Fr non-cognate families (content only): [families 41 : tokens 64 ] ask_[2] 
attempt_[1] believe_[1] broad_[1] daughter_[1] dead_[1] dog_[1] door_[1] 
drive_[1] fast_[1] feed_[2] find_[2] fish_[1] green_[1] ground_[1] hardly_[1] 
heat_[1] horse_[1] ill_[2] increase_[1] kill_[1] last_[3] money_[1] month_[5] 
perhaps_[1] raise_[1] ready_[1] run_[3] set_[2] show_[3] speak_[2] spread_[2] 
star_[2] step_[1] stream_[1] sun_[5] throw_[1] wait_[2] wife_[1] wild_[1] yes_
[1]  

2k families: [81:82:116] 

 

VP-negative: 1k

VP-negative: 2k
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accuse_[2] afford_[1] altogether_[1] anger_[1] argue_[1] beast_[1] button_[1] camp_[2] 
chair_[1] cheat_[2] check_[1] clock_[1] complain_[4] cook_[1] crime_[1] criminal_[3] 
donkey_[1] drum_[1] encourage_[1] engine_[1] extraordinary_[1] finger_[1] flavour_[1] 
flood_[9] frequent_[1] govern_[1] guilty_[1] habit_[1] hotel_[1] hullo_[1] improve_[1] 
inquire_[1] inside_[2] jump_[1] kick_[1] lesson_[1] list_[2] mad_[4] mail_[2] male_[1] 
meal_[1] mercy_[1] mild_[1] nail_[1] patient_[2] plane_[1] poison_[1] police_[6] 
preserve_[1] probable_[1] quick_[2] recommend_[1] risk_[1] root_[1] rubbish_[1] 
search_[3] shower_[1] skill_[1] slight_[1] slow_[1] soup_[1] spin_[1] sport_[1] sting_[1] 
stir_[1] straw_[1] strict_[1] string_[1] suspect_[2] sympathy_[2] telephone_[1] threat_[3] 
thumb_[1] thunder_[1] tide_[1] title_[1] violent_[1] wake_[1] warn_[1] wash_[1] weapon_
[1] 

2k Fr non-cognate families: [families 38 : tokens 52 ] afford_[1] altogether_[1] 
anger_[1] cheat_[2] check_[1] clock_[1] cook_[1] donkey_[1] drum_[1] finger_
[1] flood_[9] guilty_[1] improve_[1] jump_[1] kick_[1] mad_[4] mail_[2] meal_
[1] mild_[1] nail_[1] quick_[2] root_[1] rubbish_[1] shower_[1] skill_[1] slight_
[1] slow_[1] spin_[1] sting_[1] stir_[1] straw_[1] strict_[1] string_[1] thumb_[1] 
tide_[1] wake_[1] warn_[1] weapon_[1]  

AWL families: [60:61:104] 

 

adapt_[1] aid_[1] aware_[2] benefit_[1] cite_[1] commission_[1] compute_[1] 
concentrate_[1] confine_[1] currency_[1] debate_[1] diminish_[1] diverse_[1] 
document_[1] drama_[1] economy_[1] equip_[1] establish_[1] estimate_[1] ethic_[1] 
eventual_[2] exhibit_[1] expose_[2] external_[1] final_[2] finance_[1] founded_[1] 
immigrate_[3] insight_[3] intense_[1] issue_[1] labour_[1] maximise_[1] minimise_[1] 
ministry_[1] modify_[1] nevertheless_[2] occur_[1] overseas_[2] percent_[1] previous_
[1] pursue_[2] regime_[2] region_[1] reinforce_[1] remove_[1] reside_[1] secure_[2] 
seek_[30] series_[1] significant_[1] source_[2] strategy_[1] sufficient_[1] survey_[2] 
sustain_[1] technology_[1] text_[1] theme_[1] topic_[1] 

AWL Fr non-cognate families: [families 6 : tokens 40 ] aware_[2] insight_[3] 
nevertheless_[2] overseas_[2] remove_[1] seek_[30]  

Processing time: 0.36 CPU seconds.  

VP-negative: AWL
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